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In the doslgn of th« Varticul Yeloclty Mjter a ourva^' van flrct
conduotiwei of tho eotintln^ mathoao uoed to moasviro th^ vortical V(*looitji'
of on airplane wbon landing, A atud^- wfcc than m&dd of tleev nethodo
and of othar unauccetjaful attompte to donlgn a Vjrtlcal Velocity Mater
to dotormino juat vh/ thwy waro not oatief:j.otory and In what vay ti3»y
might b« Improved,
It waa dooidiad to develop a doalgn aloDjj an entirely dlifarant
prinoiple than any used bviforo hut yut muat bo ono having baaic
slmplloity. The one eoloctod was based on the formula of vjlocity
being oqual to a distance divided by the time It took to travel
that distance. To accojopllsh tiil3 a device waa deoigned which con-
aieted of two roda of different length wV:iah would strike tlie gjrounu
when the plane was landing, thus if the difference in length and tija
time between the striking of tho .two roc« ia known, the velooitj- at
that moment would be determined.
Since it was Impracticable to test thid device on an airplane,
a testing xoachine wau constructed which would test both the strengtlj
of the rods and various timing methods, Thle machine conBlsted of a
wedge mounted on tho end of a whirling arnj which would atrikt.- the
rods and simulate the iupuct received during the landing or an
airplane. Two timing methods wur© trifad; a Miller Osclllogreoh with
built in recorder, and a Cathode-Ray Osoilloocope with a c&raera to
record the trace.
EJTRODDCTIQN
Airplane aanufacturare and cporatore have dealrfid, for many
ye€ur8, to 'bo aldo to meaeure accurately the vertical Izapact velocity
of landing aircraft in cirdor to know nore aco-jratoly the landing loads
liaposed and thus design the otructuro and landing machanlsm accordingly.
It is thd purpose of this thesis to present a method of dotonnlnlng
this true vortical velocity of an airplano as It contacts the ground
whoa landing.
Many methods, devices and instruments have been considered for
the determination of the einlcing spoed of an airplane at the instant
of landing. The extent of investigations of the :^aotioabillty of all
of those laeans la not known. Three methoda have been used with varying
I
degrees of success. Two of these methods are photographic, utiliaing
motion picture camarao on the ground. The other method used a eenaitive
accelororaeter to noaoure the vertical aocolerationa up to the time that
the wheals contact the ground.
The Important features of the photographic methods are as follows:
1. Fiiced Camera Method - This method was developed by the
Structural I)ynamlca Section of the Aero Structures Laboratory of the
Naval Air Experimental Station for use on landing teats. One or more
Mitchell 3^ mm motion picture cameras are used depending upon the area
in which touchdown is anticipated and how extensive a study of the
action subsequent to Initial contact is to be made, Special framing
masks are used in the cameras to indicate reference planes, normal and
parallel to the deck and intersecting at the optical axis of the camera
lens. The cameras are leveled visually wltb the aid of stadia rode.
Picturea of the atadla rods ore takan to provldd recoruu for ccxroction
of eirrora in canara lovcl and to entablloh the holght of the horizontal
roferancd plana abovo the dgck.
One camarA la located approxiiaataly 100 fast I'roa tr;o moat pro"bable
point of touchdown and anotlier approxiiaate^l/ 2^0 feet fron thle point.
Both oeuioras aro placed ^0 to CO fuat from the runway center line, Th«
cameraa ar« adjusted in include;; a raasonable portion of the landing
approach a3~voll aa contact bo that a stud^ of the approach can bj raade.
©iQ cameras ar<* operated at a apeed of lO-O framea/oecond but since
the camera apeed cannot be relied upon for an accurate tiiae racord, a
porecialon tiiaer with 0,01 aeconde divlcions of the dial is Includ&d in
the field of view of each caioora. The cameras are remoto-ccntrolled
for eafatj' of personnel.
Film analysis is done on a Bocordak Beadur using iioage aize to
actual object size (such as wheels, ving span, etc.) rdlationehips to
detormine the height of the airplane above the horizontal reference plane,
The apace-tlnw curve thus obtained 1b differentiated to obtain a sinking
6p<i>ed-time curve.
2. Panned (Rotating) Caaera Method - This method was developed by
the QruBnaan Aircraft Bngineering Corporation fear use on landing tests
for the Navy. The method employs an external wiro grid with a l6 mm
movable camera photographing the airplane through this grid. The camera
is pivoted both vertically and horizontadly about one of the nodal points
of tlie camera lens system to eliminate errors from camera rotation.
The grid and camera are located to one side of the euitioipated
landing area at distances up to 500 feet for field tests and on the deck
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odga for carrier taats. Tlje vartlcal and horizon fcal spacing of tha
giid wlrds and the dlstt^nca of th>i camera frcsa tlu grid ara vari'iv.' to
maot tho teat rotiulrOTianto and ypaoo limltatlone.
Tho apace -tinio curve is dot-araiiaed by uae of aiallar right triangle
relationships, ae the distance from the caraora to th© grid is known and
distance* of the airplane from th© camera can "be found by ua© of lene
fonaulae. T^i« time record is basod on the film spaed of 20 framob/
aeooiid ae the camara is drivon by a constant apeed motor.
Both of the above have proved to be the aoat satisfactory methods
avallablo for field and carrier landing tosts. However, the amount of
©quipQient reijuirad is rather extensive which reduces th© flexibility
of both methods. Careful set up of apparatus for both methods is
assontlal for accuracy. Adverse lighting conditions may reduce the
quality of the pictures to the point where the accuracy of the methods
are seriously affected. Prolonged landing tests of th© Lockhet^d P2V
were made by the Lockheed Engineering Corporation, using a method
similar to the second one described above. In these tests it was
apparent that to obtain any reasonable degree of aoouraoy, a steady rate
of descent must be maintained far quite a distance before contactinii the
ground. Neither of the above methods can be reliably used where a
sudden change In sinking speed is affected Just before contact, such as
a full stall drop landing or a flare at tho last of the landing.
Sensitive accelerometers have been used by several aircraft
manufacturers to determine sinking speed diiring landing tests. How •
successful thlB means was is not known, as no reports of the results
have boon received. However, it la understood that the response of
- 3
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thtiae 3«)nultlTa inDtruaenta to vlbratlona and to looal accelortttlorja
roaultina froia tha fldxlbillty of thd airpl-ina atructuro, uiaj iircxluoo
erratic rocords.
Til© othor methods which have Loan considered genarall/ bj th«^
Industry and specifically by HAICS are as followe:
1. RADAP
(a) Ground TracXln^ - Rejected because the inatantaneoua
rang© la not aufficlevitlj accurate and ground reflection Interference
would produce further errors,
(b) Airborne
- Hajected becauot; present equipment la not
capable of moasijorlng the small dlatancos Involved and the developiment
tiae of such ©(^ulpaent of usable alae and wulght would have butin too
long for uae on present landing tesib.
2. ALTIMST^S
(a) Sensitive Aneroid - Rejected, beoauao of Insufficient
sensitivity and tlie Instrument lag which wo^uld produce eerloua errore.
(b) Radio
- Rejected for the sama reasons as Airborne Radar.
(c) Super "Sonic
- Rejected because no euch ecjuipinent was known




(a) This Instrument has not been tried because none have been
available to the NAES. It la not known whether anj* other organltatlon
has used this method.
k. MECHANICAL 13EVTCES
(a) Devices such as telescoping rods, extrwnely floilblo
cantilever beaia3, etc., projecting below the landing gear were not
considered practical as the rebond of such mechanlama on striking the
- k
ground would produoa arretlo records raeultlng in
large errors.
5. ANOTHEK PBOTOCSAPHIC METHOD
(a) Ond othar photographic iT?c*Uiod has byen considared
but
not fully investigated. This nathod used a fixed
constant speed notion
picture ca:nora located 20 to 30 feet above the ground
and' to the aide of
the flight path. A reference plane parallel to
the ground at the height
of the camera is Indicated on the film bj- a Una dravn
thro^^g'^. the
vanishing points of the ioe^eo of parallel lines on
tho ground. The
chief advantage of thie method over the other
photographic aethoda is
the reduction in quantity of equipment required.
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Manj airplane manuft^cturera have coDductcxl extdDuive drop tt^sta
and other teats and then attempted to correlate thlo data to the
airplane contact velocity. An excellent exanple of thlt; ^B found In
Lookheed Atroraft Corporation's Report No. ^5^7, Addendum 1. The
object, procedure and Buanary of thlo report are given bere to Illus-
trate the need for a dovlca that vill ?iccuratelj determine the vertical
velocity of the airplane at the moment of contact.
LOCKHEED REPORT IJO. 555? ADEiEKDOM 1
ObJc-»ct
The purpose of the eerles of landing teeta described In thla
report was to obtain aeaauremonts for determining the performe.nc© of
tho wain landing gear shock otrute.
MyaaTiratnenta of landing gear Iqada, shock strut deflection, vertical
acceleration at each main goar^ and airplane contact veloclt. wore made
to determine If there was any correlation betwe^jn theee factor a and
also If there was any correlation between meaourements made during
actuetl landings and thoee obtained in drop teetig. In an attempt to
eliminate the effect of various pilot teohnlquea the landings were made
with no flare, that Is, a certain rate of descent was eet up ai)d that
rate maintained right Into the ground,
?rpcedura
Landing gear loade ware obtained by meaBurlng tho loads In tiie
drag and side struts and calculating the c^ai loads required to produce
the neaeured otrut loads. The drag and vertical loads were assuBod to
be half conpressed.
A positive load la to the left for a aide load, up for a vortical
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LOCKHKKD REPCKT NO. 5557 Aia)EI?Dt»l 1 (Cont'd)
load, and aft for a drag load. The gear loads ara reeolvod Into load
planes parallel and perpendicular to the ground ¥1th the airplane In
Its static position. (f.P.L. tipped back 2^ degproes to the ground
line).
During each landing^ mdaaurements v^re taken of the side and drag
atrut loade, etrut position, both wheel BPM'a oa the left gear, and the
vertical acceleration at both gears. The location of the acceleroiaetwe
is shown in the sketch below.
ACCEL.
Vheel RFM measurement B were made with small B.C. generators geared
directlj to the wheel. Accelerations ware meaeured with strain gauge,,
oil damped, beam-tTpe acoelerooleterB and shock strut position was
measured wlth.elidewire resiatanco bridges. The rate of descent of the
airplane was measured photographically fislng the landing and take-off grid,
All measurements exoept rate of descent were recorded with a Miller
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LOCKBSED REPORT BO. 5557 ADEENrW X (Cont'd)
rooordlng oscillograph. Tba output of the strain gau|;e brld^^B vas
oonnoctod directly to the oscillograph galvanometors without lnt«r-
mediate aripllflers. A bad feature of the landing meaBurements results
from the fact that the osollXograph vae not aboclc monated and the trace
deflections vere affected by acceleration loads on tho eleoents. This
affected the accuracy of the gear load and acceleration measurnBents
but did not affect the strut position measurexoents since these eleaente
wore of the hl^ frequency type which are little affected by acceleration.
The acceleration affects probably tended to make the load measurentente
.
greater. The estimated accuracy of the loads Is -• 20^.
SunBarjr
Preliminary measurements of main landing gear perforzoance were made
on liodel k9, Serial I96I.
Although the data obt«.lned la Insufficient and somewhat Inaccurate,
certain trends are Indicated as listed below:
1. There was eone correlation between moaaurtaments obtained diurlng
actual landings and drop tests. The major difference between the two
conditions Is the effect of vlng lift.
a. The results Indicate that the effect of wing lift decreases with
incarease In severity of landing. The data is Insufficient for eraluatlog
the relationship.
3. For a glyen contact velocity the vertical accelerations measured
during an actual landing were greater than those obtained fluring drop
tests. The aeaaurod gear vertical load is a function of the increoantal
acceleration but the increase in load per "g* of acceleration Is greater
than that calculated (A P = WGT X Ag) ,
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LOCKHEED RKPCRT BO. 5557 ADKOSDDM 1 (Cont'd)
k. The shook strut deflection for a llalt condition landing
would be approxiiaatel; ll to 13 inches as ooopared vith a deflection
of 16 inohea obtained for siallar condltlx)ns during drop teste.
5. Thiare was no ahock strut fiaovament while teuciing at medium
speeds on the taxi strips at Loolidieed Alx Terminal.
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Inforantlon from all eouroeu Indlcats tb&t TEBRS IS A I3E7IfiITE
WSKD FOR A COMPACT EE7ICB TOR BJDICATIOR OR RICQRDIIKJ SINEDC SPEBD
OF AS AIRPLANE IK LABDI?ia AND IT IS DESIRABLE THAT TBIS HE TH2 SIKTIIK}
SPK3D OF THE AIRPLAHB WHEELS.
In vl«rv of the above It wae daol-dod that em entirely new principle
should be found to measure this velocit/. One method oonQidered vas a
variation of the aoceleroaater method doacrlbed above. This was to
measure the deceleration of the plane after contact with the ground and
Integrate the area under the acoeleratlon-tlae curve to give the change in
vortical velocity and thus the Initial velocity at time of contact. Thle
method was discarded because of the sane reasons ao the original accel-
eroneter method.
The method finally selected far design was a mechanical one,
thou^ soBawhat of a deviation of the ones previously considorod and
described above. Ihie consists of a device having a ecrlee of fingers
or rods pointing downward, the lover ends of which are spaced a known
distance above each other. The velocity of loipact is then obtained
directly by measuring the time differential of the rods striking the
ground.
Basically this device may be divided Into two main components,
naawly! the finger attaching and arresting mechanism which may be
fastened to either or both of the main landing gears and to the nose or
tall gear as the c&ae may be; and the time measuring and receding device.
Both are described and discussed in the following pages.
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DISCDSGICHi OF PROBLL*B AFFECTIIK} AKY MECHANICAL
DEVICE THAT COUIJj BE USSL TO COimiCT TBS
CSlOmrD FROM A LAHDING AIRPLATHi:
Any tjrpa of taloaoopln^i rod or a rod placed as a oantlleyer t&vm
and fastened to the alrpXano vlll, upoo striking the grouud due to the
airplane landing, rebound hoth from the Impact of forvard motion and
from rertlcal action. Tlie euaount of damping that would he revjulred to
eliminate this rebound would he prohlhitlve for use on an/ reaaonahle
alxed rod or device. Therefore, it la apparent that If auoh a mech-
anical derioe la to he uaed in measuring the sinki:^ speed of an
airplane at the time of touchdown, it muct of naceoslt/ he unaffected
by any auch rebound.
Another factor i&lch must be oonoldered 1b that of the unereiaieBs
of runways, both as to gentle up and down slopes and to amall roughnesees
or irregularities. In considering the slope of the runway, it is iroll to
ask Juat what 1& rec^uired in the me^Lsurament of slicing speed; the speed
relative to the true horizontal plane or the apeod of approach to the
ground. 3lnce it la the iapact that la deoired, it ic, therefore, the
noTBial speed of approach to the ground that is deulred and any mechanical
device will, of necessity, b© dependent upon this latter approach speed.
In regard to the ffisall surface irregularities, the bnly way to use a
i&echanical device and not introduce large errors because of these
irregular it lee is to take some fcrai of ari average reading.
A third problem to be investigated or dlsoussed is that of the angle
cf attack of the airplane at the Instant of touchdown when the T&easureoents
would be made. It seems reacone.bld to expect that for any series of
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landings, the angle of attack of tho airplane at touchdown can be
predicted within pluo or mlnue five degreoa of tho actual value.
Since the cosine of five dagraee 1b 0, 99619, the poaalhle error
arising from this factor would onl/ "be of the order of O.U^fc
It %ra3 primarily the firat two factors that dictated the "basic
design of the device to he used in oeaeurlng the vertical rolocltj at
landing. To eliminate the fir at factor of rebound, it wqb decided to
use a rod and to measure its initial contact with the ground. To prorlde
a measure of the sinking speed. It was then necessary to provide a
second elailar rod but epacod alight !> above the first rod and then
Bjeasure the tlaw differential of the rods striking the ground. The
second factor of Irregularities in the runway prompted the use of more
than two rods in order to obtain an average value by measuring the tine
between any two coneecutive rods.
Having decided upon the basic eystem, many new problems arose. One
of the most important of these was the question of how much impact the
rods will stand without taking a permanent deformation. Eo direct answer
to this problem could be found in literature so a theoretical cuialysls
was made which, although not providing the final answer, provided
information which would be of help in the tests of the rod strength.
This theoretioal analysis It paresented as a supplement to this report.
Another in*oblem which can not bo completely solved, except as regards
a particular type of plane or landing, is the problem of arresting the
rod after the impact of landing. If the rod were spring loaded in the
down position at all times, it would be worn off at tha end and thus
cause inaccuraciee in the time measurements. If a cocking system is used
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with lAlcto th® rod C€m be plao<*d in the extended position aftar take-off
and "beforo the landing and which will l^it the rod "ride high* after the
landing; then 'ao!me thought must be given to the possibility of a second
or Bultlple contact with the ground on on© appflfoaoh.
Tlio latter would be eBpoclallj true In carrier landings of airplanes
equipped with tricycle' gt>ar in which the bounce landing may bo much
harder than the initial contact, especially on the nofee gear. A
BUggeatlon as to the jwiewer to this problem is made later In the dlscuselon
of tha design to be used on an average cirplano.
The final major probleTa, regarding the rods, is the aearodynamlo
effect of the airatreeua both from the vibration and the deflectioii stand-
I>oint, The answer to thle was fo'jnd in the UACA Technical 5ote No. ^68,
fron which the drag coefficient to be "uaed in calculations and the rod
spacing was obtained.
- 13 -
>AERQDYBANIC COMSIIiSRATIOIIS OF THE BOIB
The daterminatlon of the dra^ oot>rflcl»nt t • be ua»d !m tbo
calculQtlonB of rod slsd, doflootionb! and fcxrc&s wae cuidd from IIACA
Tdchnicttl Report No. H63,
B;,' Interpolation for rods "betvoon 0.2^^ and 0.^ lnalxe:s In dlaraoter,
the drag coefficient ia eclected as 1.20 for a single rod. The reaults
of th« Poport Indicate that to hold down vibration and to keep the
interference drag as low ae pooalbla, the rod spacing should be at leaat
three dianetera between center llnea. For three dlanetare spacing, tho
intcapference drag ooeffielent is O.I5. T>ierefore, the total drag
coefficient to be uaed vlth each of tlie rods, aaaunjlng psore than two,
IB 1.3!>.
The drag, "D , of each rod is then 1.35 q. 3 L
where ^ is the dynamic preaaiire
d is the diameter of the rod
L is the length of the rod
or we can say that D/L = 1.35 ^ d
We ma^ arbitrarily specify that for 120 aph the maxiiBum daflection
at the end of the rod should be held to 0.10 inches or leso in the
tranaveree direction. Then the drag per unit length, D/L =0.3^5 d.
the deflection at the end of the rod, acting as a oantilsver bean,
is given by
6 a (D/L)(L**/3BI)
where I = Tf d*/6U for a solid rod and nearly 'so for a thick walled tuba,
Por the longest rod selected, which ia 20 inches and givse an L of
15 Inoheo exclusive of the rod holder which will have a negligible
- Ik "
rdaflection, the dlametor necessary to hold th« deflection vltljln the
limit vlll be given by
.
-3
d= V 0.0011k:5:/5 = 0.246 lnch«fl
For the tubular rod this dlat»naion rjuet be Inoreastd ellg^tly, bo ve
ahould use either a one-quarter inch or a 9/32^ inch diameter rod,
Ve might alao arbitrarily say that the ,rod should b© held In the
extended position up to an airspeed of 180 aph, thou^ not necessarily
holding within the above end deflection limit. Using the abcrva drag
coefficient and a rod dlajoieter of 9/3^ of an inch, th« drag per unit
length, H/L is 0.2X6 #/in. The moment about, the supported upp«r end
is then,
M= (0.218)(15)(12.5) =*^1 inch pounds.
To hold the rod in the extended poeltion under the above moment,
a volute spring producing a moment of at least kl inch pounds ahould
be placed at the upper end of the rod; or a helical spring producing a
force of 20.^ pounds at an effective moment arm of tvo inches can be
used either directly or under mechanical advantage.
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STRSaOTH CQNSIIXEKATIOKS Of TIE BOSE
SlQoa the calculations far th» raqulred strength of the rods
l3 y9Tj Involved and lo preoontad Id tho aupplament, oolj^ the
Interpratod results and specified oiaterlalB aro given here.
The results Indicated tkat the hl^est strength material avail-
able should he used. Aluo consider lag tne corrosion problem, the
material specified Is a chrome-vanadiua steel, SAS 6lk^ to 6l^, heat
treated to a tensile yield strength of as near 300,000 psl as praotlca*
ble. The results of the suppl«aent also indicate that a tubular rod
should be used . Hovever
,
from the standpoint of local buckling
strength and local liqpact strength, the vallo should be relatively-
thick.
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rDISCUS6I05 OF TES TIME HffiASURSMSKTS
Since It vllX ba neceseary to raeastira the time Increment botveern
the various length rods striking the ground, it la ¥lll to oonslder
Ju8t what the ordor of magnitude of that time is. The ayiatlon
industry in conjunction with the operators haye ostahllahed a free
drop height for the airplane to glTo a rertloal velocity eq.ulTalent
to the highest enoountored in an actual landing. For moat airplanes,
exclusive of fighters, tho equivalent drop height has been set at
U2 inches. For filter type aircraft the height Is generally set at
h6 inches. Howevw, due to recent failures of the landing gear
pfurtioularly those of the tricycle type during carrier landings, it is
Indicated that the equivalent drop height should be oloeeqr to 6o Inches.
The free body drop height is equivalent to about fy^ of the air-
plane drop height due to the air effect on the wings, Ito. Therefore,
we may assume that the highest speed that the equl^ent will be required
to measure will be that equivalent to an airplane drop heig}it of 60
inches or a free body drop of .U8 Inches. The velocity resulting ftrom
a free drop from h& inches Is
V = yf^e^ = 192.5 in/sec
and the time necessary to drop one inch (the selected vertical dlsteuace
between the rods) is
t =0.0052 seconds
Therefore, if it is desired to hold the error of the time measure-
ment below 2$, it will be necessary to record the tine to 0.0001 seconds.
From the Miller Osoillograph recording It is possible to read the tlm©
. IT -
to the Qoareet 0.0002 aoaoxvl. If it iu coouod u^mni^axj Tor &aj
series of lauding toata, to hold the oirox to leao thuu k% z'or the
hardest landings, a. uiore accurate* ncithoci of moaaurlng and rucordio^
the tlma mxat he used.
One euggostod laathod IQ the uau ot tolom^toring dquipmont iu the
airplane to Bond a pulee at the timu of la^pact of o&ch roc, these
impuloue to firo a cathodo-ra/ o&cllioucope aiid the traco to be photC'
grapihod.
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rDBSCHXPTIQK OF TBS TESTIBG NACBIB2 WED TOR
SnunOTE ASD TINE CALIBBATIOH TESTS
From the theoretical analysis, It was api>arant that tests must
be made to determine if rode oould be found or made that vould not
take a perxaanent ' set tinder the Istpact loadings received vhen the
airplane vas landing. This loading vould be due to the resultant of
the forvard and Tertlcal components of Telocity of the airplane. It
is evident that the rods should not take a permanent set if they vera
to be used again or if the device vas to be capable of aeeisurlng
Bultiple contact landings.
Calibration tests of the time measuring accuracy of the equipment
must also be made. Since it vas isaposalble, in the time available, to
design euod construct the device and actually make the tests cai an air-
plane, it was decided to make a single testing machine to do both th*
calibration and strength tests. By luaing a testing machine^ the
coatponent parts could be tested as they vere coo^leted and thus many
difficulties oould be eliminated pricor to the ooipletion of the
equipment. It vas also thought that a tvuer picture of the actual
conditions could thus be obtained than in any other vay.
Since only a limited space vas available in vhioh to set up the
test machine, it vas felt that some sort of a vhirling device vould be
best. Ihufl, a machine vae devised vhioh consisted of an aluminum vedge,
the face of vhioh vas at the proper angle to give an average combination
of for^wrd and vertiocJL velocity as mi^t occur in an actual landing.
This vedge vas placed at the end of a 36 inch arm vhich vas made to
rotate at the proper speed, it vas desired to have a variable speed
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BOtcr to drlv« thle arm, but sinoo none oould be obtalnad, It vas
thou^t that tho nsoosaary ape«d lzicr«iiant8 could b« obtalood bj
UAlng varloys pulley oombioationa. A rod asoembly, using only two
rods but othervlsd sliullar to one that oould bo used on tho aotual
alrplano, vas than placad so that the rodo vould be hit by tho wedge
as It swung and thus vary oloseljr approjclaiate the conditions that
would occur In the actual airplane landing.
Ihe entire rod assembly was made to rotate slightly at the proper
time In relation to the wedge rotation, hj means of a spring and a
solenoid and thus remain outside the orbit of the arm and wedge until
the arm had attained its mcmentum. When the reading or tost iras read^
to be made, a coll spring lever arm was talsed Into position; this
was struck by the wedge arm as it rotates and threw a switch which
energised the solenoid; this^ in turn, pulled a pin whjtch allowed the
spring loaded rod asserobly to swing Into position, and the rods were
atruok by the wedge aa it c<aq^leted its next reTolutloo. The photo-
graji^s of the test machine and rod assembly ahov these details, as do
the drawings of the rod assembly as used in these tests.
Figures I to VIII inclusive show the machine as used in the strength
tests.
Figures IX and X show the additions made to the test machiae for
the oallbratioa tests. Two micro switches ware attached to the forward
part of the rod asscnsobly for the first tests. When the rods were in
position, the rod holders held the switches closed, resultixig in a closed
circuit; when the wedge etouck the rods the switches were opened and the
circuit was broken. This was to be th^ basis of measuring the time
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Increaent betveen the striking of the two rods. For the naxt ourlea
of teste th« iDlcro«evltcha8 were modified to romaln In the open position
until the rode ware struck at i&ioh tlzoe the clroult yt&a oloaad. A
third method was aloo tried uBltig email diameter Insulated vlre tied
around the rods^ this wire to l^e broken vhen the rode vere struck, Uius
breaking or opening the olrouit. The actual aoasurenente ver«9 to be
recorded on a Miller Oscillogram; an alternate method of meaauring
the time inorement was to use a cathodes-raj oscilloscope, tho trace to
be started vhen tho first rod was struck and deflected vhen ths vedge
struck the second rod. A set time scale vas super iiqposed on the trace
by aun oeclllatoar and tho entire picture recorded by a caraora focused on
the scope.
To check these oethode of laeasurlng the tioe inorement, the time
vas first calculated analytically by measuring the arm length, the
distance the vedge traveled in operating both svltches or breaking
both vires, as the case might be, and the speed of the rotating arm by
using a Strobotac. The time calibration tests vould therefore determine
whether or not these methods vere capable of measuring the small time
Increments accurately eoQugb to be used for the determination of the
sinking speed of the airplane.
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RESULK OF SB-.EvGTH TESTS OH THE R0D6
The epeclfled aatorlal being unobtainable, the teats vere aude
ualog a plain carbon steel wblch vaa beat treated to falrljr high
allowable yeild streeaea.
Teats vere first made using one-quarter Inch dlaaetar solid rods,
heat treated to between 120,000 and llfO,000 pal yield strength. Thla
material did not pernanentljr deform at the lov vedge speed of 9^.^ feet
per second but did defora sllghtl/ at the high vedgo speed of 1^3 f«et
per second. Ko tests vere made at Intermediate speeds to deteralne
Just where this deformation would start. The aaount of deformation
for each lotpaot vas of the order of one-sixteenth of an Inch for a
tventy Inch rod length*
The next tests vere made using 9/32 Inch diameter drill rod heat
treated to em eetlmated jrleld of between 220,000 and 2^,000 psl. (This
estimate was based on a Bockwell C hardness test). Bepeated testa were
made at a wedge speed of 1^3 feet per second, using the slant face of
tbe vedge, and after five Impacts the deformation could barely bo
discerned. No further deformation was measurable after twenty -flye
additional ia^ota. A final teat was made with one of these same rods,
ualng the flat or butt end of the wedge, at a speed of 1^3 fo^t per
second. As a result of this teat a deformation of approximately 3/3^
of an Inch was measured for the tweinty Inch rod. Bowever, It la
extremely unlikely that any such Impact vrould occur In an actual landing,
and If such was encountered, the rod could be considered expendable.
The resulta from the above described tests Indicate that solid roda
can be used if the yield strength exceeds 2^0,000 pel. Hovever, it is
reccoBiended, for continued use of the same rods, that they should be
hollow and hare a yield strength of orer 250,000 pel.
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x-OESunrs of time oAumtaim tbsts
since It was lmi>oeslbl6 to obtain and assomble all of the tine
calibration teat equlpsent until a very l^ito data^ sufflolant time
vaa not available to eatiafaotoril/ coiaplata the tlzae calibration tests
due to the UDaTailablllty of new equipnant found necaascury eiftar
preliminary tests were cocduotsd. However, euough additional teeta
vera made, using malcaehlft equipment, to establish trends and to also
determine the tjrpe of switches and circuits necessary to sake the
time measur«cont8 that would be required in the actual airplane landing
tests. It Biust also be noted here, that the calibration tests were not
prlioarlly to test the acomrac/ of the overall design, since this would
of necesait/ have to be done on the actual airplane installation, but
rather to develop the time measuring and recording technique. At firat
it was not anticipated that trouble would be experienced with the
switches since hi£^ quality mlcro-awitches were used, though this later
proved to be the cause of moat of our trouble.
The wedge speed and shape, in relation to the length incr^aent of
the rods, was adjusted to give a shorter Increment of time than was
expected to occur in the actual installation. After the first teats
were made it was apparent that the micro-switches, idiich had flat
oonttuTt points, wore not holding a definite contact in the closed position
in the instant Just before the rods were struck by the wedge; this
"chattering" was caused by vibrations set up when the rod aeseoibly
snapped into position. Considarable time and effort was spent trying
to rmsedy this trouble and it was finally decided that the points had a
relative sliding action which caused the breaks in the olrouit. Bbwever,
iJBprovement was made in their action and it was decided to continue
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ths t««te using tho oeuaa avltuhoe alnca a bc^tteor t/po oould not be
^
laaedlately obtained.
The first teeta were recorded on a Millar OsoHIo^apb, see tost
Ifo8. k, ^, and 6. Additional tests voro siade on a Cathode-Ba/
Oecillosoope but results could not be determined, due to ezces&lve
ohatter In the circuit, and vere not recorded. The recorded tests
on the Miller Osclllograidi vere analyzed and the tlae Inorenent
determined. Hoveyer, It Is doubtful If the tlae could hare been
measured If the oharaoterlstlcs of the switches had not been knovn
or If the time Incromenta had varied widely.
It was thought that If an open circuit was used which would be
closed when the wedge struck the rod, the pro-liapact ohatter would be
avoldc>d and though It was realized that chatter would occur after the
switch closed, it was tl^iought that the first contact could be recorded
) and measured. Iherefore, the micro-switches wore modified to operate
In this manner and Test I?os. 7 to 12 Incluslye were then made using
the Miller Osclllograjda to record the tl»3. Tho results of these tests
were completely unreliable since tho first point of tb© switch closing
could not be determined. !5»ste vero then made using the Cathode-Bay
Oecillosoopo for time measuring and recording. The first of these
teste, Test Res. 1 to 6, were unreliable but after changing the
oscilloscope setting and using a higher frequency time scale, it was
quite easy to measure the time of the first point of switch contact.
A typical oscilloscope photograph is shown in Figure XIV whloh is made
of Test Ho. 15. These results appeared quite reliable.
All of the abore tests indicate that the recorded time is, in
general, higher than the analytically calculated time and fiirthers the
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sueplolon that tho wadgo moves slightly downvard b©tir©«n the time
. of hitting the first and second rod.
It waa then deflnltoly decided, that further teste wer« fruitless
froa a tlae calibration standpoint unless the rotating arm and vedge
were modified to hold the vedge deflection to a snallor value ox
preferably, to eliminate it entirely; however, tests should be continued
to deyolop a Qotlsfactory circuit from which the time could be readily
measured and recorded vith the Mlllor Ogcllloacope,
An unsuccessful effort was made to locjate a snap action switch
having a fcjife switch type of point or any other type of switch that
would be free from chatter due to vibratlDn. As a last resort a circuit
was laade using an Insulated wire looped around each of the rods and which
would be broken as each of the rods was hit by the wedge. This method
cpuld be used. In principle, on the actual airplane where, only one
contact with the ground is to bo made for a given landing.
This method la not recommended but does give a very accurate reading
on the Miller OsollXograph. Figures Ros. XI, XII and XIII show t/pical
recordings of testa using each of the above deocrlbed circuits
,
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2 2000 Open Switch 0.00k2k 0,00277
3 2000 Open Switch 0.00372 0.00277
k 2000 Open Switch 0.00477 0.00277
5 2000 Open Switch o.ooksk 0.00277
6 2000 Open Switch 0.003^3 0.00277
7 5000 Open Switch No Hesulto a, 00277
8 5000 Open Switch No Besnlta 0.00277
.9 5000 Open Switch No Seaulte 0.00277
10 5000 Open Switch 0.00275 0.002/7
11 5000 Open Switch No iSeaults 0.00277
12 5000 Open Switch 0.00281*5 0.00277
13 10000 Open Switch 0.002850 0.00277
Ik 10000 Open Switch No Besults 0.00277
15 10000 Open Switch 0,002800 0.00277
16 10000 Open Switch 0.003055 0.00277
* Toats marked "Bo Results", were failures because of either solenoid
tlalng error or because of an Inooaplete circuit and were no fault
of the equipment.
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i Cloaad Switch No Besults 0.00it22 ' Miss on second rod
2 Closod Svltoh So Besulta 0.00422 Miss on second rod
3 Closod Switch Ko £iefiults 0.00422 Niss on second rod
k CloBod Switch 0.0029 0.002:?! Results hard to read
because of chatter
in micro-switch
5 Cl089d Switch 0,0031 0.002:>i
6 Closed Switch 0.0029 0.002^1
7 Opon Switch 0.0056 0.002Y9
8 Open Switch 0.0035 0.002Y9
9 Op«n Switch 0.0030 0.00^(9
iO Open Switch 0.00if4 0.002Y9
11 Open Switch 0.003U 0.00279
12 Open Switch 0.0029 0.002Y9
13 Closed Wire So Hdsults 0.00292 Miss
14 Closed Wire 0.0033 0.00292
15 Closed Wire 0.0034 0.00292
16 Closed Wire 0.0035 0.00292
Testa marked "Ho Besults", were failures because of either solenoid




It !• Indloatod that the basic i&ei^, *• preaentod in the
following aeatlont la uaabla as a method of measuring the rertioal
elooity of an airplane at the moment of contact with the ground.
The rods, which contact the ground, should be tubular and of a
high strength alloy steel. It is unlikely that any trcKible will be
experienced from permanent defonnation of the rods provided they are
heat treated to a tensile yield strength of ovar 260,000 psi.
Results indicate that' the tine lag of the switches and, in general,
an overall tine cnlibratioQ test of the equipment, after installation
en the airplane, should be made by drop test or some other suitable
method*
If further time calibration teste are to be made, using the
existing or similar slnulated test equipment, it is suggested that a
stepped wedge, instead of the 8lanting-fao« wedge, should be used
to eliminate the wedge deflecti^i error. See sketch below.
Present Wodge Suggested i*edge
Further tests oould well be mads on the strength analysis of the
rods under impact, using various sise and shape rods and variotts
rod leuigths. The problem of rods under inpact loading is very in-
volved and although a considerable knowledge of their action was
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f^ gained in coaduoting th« foregoing toste, there ia a great deal nor©
information to be gained by a more thorough investigation of that
probleiB alone. It io then likely that the strength criteria, as set
forth in this r©-)ort, oould be modified to soine extent.
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BASIC DESIGN OF THE EQUIP/K VT i^BCESSARY TO ?iIiASUT?E THS
SiaiINO SP2fiD OF AH AVERAGE SIZED AIRPUBE
The oonoluBions from the strength and calibration teats indicate
that the following basic design of the deTioe« for use on an average
sited airplane, o&n be expected to give good results
t
The rod assembly should consist of six tubular rods mounted on
a oonvicffi axis in the manner of the two used in the strength and oali*
bration tests. It is suggested that the rods be of chramo-Tanadiua
steel « SA£ 6145 to 6160« heated treated to at least 250*000 p«i
yield ptrength. The outside diameter should be 9/32 of an inch and
the inside diameter should be 5/52 of an inch. The entire box or
rod assembly should be mounted on the axle alongside the airplane
wheel so that the bottom of the box is just above the flat tire ground
line of the irtieel. It should be mounted so that the rods* when in
their extended position* make an angle of sixty degrees with the fore
and aft axis of the airplane. That is, the rods slant rearward
thirly degrees from the Tertleal, The rods should slant thus so that
when the airplane is at its highest angle of attaok there will be
no oomponent of relative velocity to the ground in the upward direction
along the rod. fbe thirty degree slemt is arrived at by assuming
the highest angle of attack of the airplane will be sixteen degrees
upon contacting the ground and that the highest vertical to forward
velocity ratio will be 1 to 4. If either differs materially In the
Actual oase, the angle can be changed accordingly.
The rode should vary in length by inoreTMots of not less than
one inch* the shortest being Just long enough to touch the ground
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line of the undeflected tire when the airplane Is in it« eipeotod
landing attitude. The actual diatanoe between the ends of the rods
should bo measured whan they are installed* this measurement to be
made along a line perpendicular to the ground line of the plane in
its expected touchdown attitude,
Baoh rod should be held in the extended position by a Tolute
spring which devolopes a moment of 44 inch pounds, Eaoh rod should
be equipped with a ratchet to hold it- in the retracted position
unless released by the pilot or operator. Thus the rods oould be
left in the retracted position during take-off to avoid wear on the
rods. '^?here only one ground contact will be ntttde during the landing,
the ratchet can bo left engaged and thus oatcJi and hold the rod in
the retracted position etfter the contact. However* if nore than one
Qontaot is expected during the landing due to a bounce* and it is
desired to measure each one* then the ratchet may be left disengaged
'until such time as the final contact is made. In that case the rod
will not bo oaught in the extreme retracted position but will be
pushed by the up and donim motion of the plane into a position to clear
the ground most of the time,
A snap action knife switch for each rod should be used in plaos
ot the mioro switches used in the aalibration tests* the switch to
remain open when the rod is in the extreme extended position and to
close when the rod leaves this position. These svritohes should be
very positive and fast acting,
A circuit through eaoh of these switches should be oonneoted
to one channel of a miler Oscillograph* equipped with hi^ frequency
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•leiMnts. The ^Bolllograph should be set to run at Its aftxinuia
speod. Thus the differenoe between the times when the yarlous rods
strike the (ground aud olose the switolies oan be measured from the
osoillocraph record to about the nearest ,0002 seoond. Since the
actual height, in inches, betvKeen the ends of the rods is Icnown,
the Tortioal velocity of the airplane oan be obtained by diridlng
the heighth difference of the rods by the tine difference for the
corresponding rods and tiien talcing the average between the six rods
to be the tme vertical velocity of the airplane rolntive to the
ground line at the point of touohdowi.
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SUPPLE MEKT
^STRESS AI7ALYSIS OF BQD6 WLSR
UamAL IMPACT
Ho direct liiforiaat ion oould ba obtained ao to the magnitude of
stroQses of roda under Impact. Therefore, the follovlng analysis Is
.
made, not as a solution to the very Inyolved problem, but to be used as
an eraluatlon method for results that can be obtained ezperlaentalljr,
and as a method of mcore accurately determining the most desirable else,
shape, and Biaterial of rod to withstand the forces of impact under
consideration.
Much of the aned^sis is taken flrom Chapter VIII of "Theory of
Sound" by Lord Hayleigh, with the proper application to the problem at
hand. This seemed to be the most basic material and as easily applicable
as any materled available.
' B^uation of Motion and Solution Thereof ;
In generad this analysis applies to a rod the section of which la
symmetrical about a neutral axis perpendicular to the plane of bending.
The ec^uatlon of motion. If we neglect the rotary moment of inertia of
the cross-section. In the plane of bending of such a rod is
^
^^&-/& = ° ' <^'
whare A « area of the cross section
p = density of the material
We may assume the harmonic form of y as,
y = u sin (i% m^t) (2)
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where k = radius of gyration of the croas
section
b = V^/P = speed of transmlaelon of
longitudinal waves
L = Length of the rod
n — abstract number depending on the
mode of vibration
Substituting in (1), we obtain
4
m
the solution of which is
HOC mx
u =A coe(inx/L) + B 8ln(iax/L) + Co + De (3)
From the boundary conditions at the ends we can determine the ratio of
A:B:C;]>. Wo then have an equation from which we may solve for a series
of values of m, and the corresponding u is then determined except for
a constant multiplier which in our case may be found by bringing in one
more boundary cpnditlon^ namely^ the strength of the rod in bending.
Equation (3) magr be rewritten as
u = A oos(mXy^) + B sin(mx/L) + E coah(mx/L) -f F sinh(mx/L)
.
i i^)




C08h(mx/L) = iCe"^ + e '^)
rax
alnh(nx/L) = i(e"^ - © "^)
For the evaluation of the constants wa need
^ = ^t- A-.sm i^ + B cos 2f + E sinh ^ + F cosh
"S^)
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d!ii m ^{^ A coc ^ - B cln ^ + E cosh ^ + P elnh ^)
noc noc rnx . ox
a-J s ^A 8ln i^ - B COS ig^ + K slnh ^^ •• P cosh i^>
dx L
Hbo solution of th© problem of a rod on* of whose end conditions
can be represented as a nodal point of a rod of twice its length, can
beet be handled by considering the longer rod. Therefore, for the
rod having one end free and the other elraply supported, we shall
consider the even modes of a rod free at both ends and having a nodal
point In the center corresponding to the simply supported end of the
shorter rod.
For the case of the free rod, we have the boundary conditions
at both ends;




so B " ?
dx
d*
At X "L —-^ « so A(-coe BJ + cosh d) + B(-8ln m + slnh m)
dx«
a u
so A(sln m + slnh m) + B(-cos m + oosli m) «
dx
Solving gives
(cosh m - cos m)* • slniPm - sin m
but coah*m - slnh'a "l
so (cos Si) (cosh d) si





(sin m - Blnh ja)(cos--- + oosh -=—) - (cob m - coah m)
(sin ^ + alnh^ )} . (5)
The solution of cos la coeli'in =1 to a sufficient degree of
accuracy may bo solved by succeQalvo approximations. The values as





m = J(2n + 1) TT , n = an Integer above 5
V/e can readily see that for the first mode and successive odd modes
there is no nodal point at the center. Thetrefore, for our case of a
simply supported rod, we need the value of m only for the even laodes.
By referring to equation (5), ve see that there Is a value of C
for each node. We need to djBtermlne the ratio of the C's to each
other. Ve shall at this point introduce subscripts for use vlth the
C*e, u*s, etc., these subscripts to refer to the mode under consider-
ation and correspond to those used vlth m as previously given.
Assume ( ) corresponds to any general mode.
The ratio of C2 to C^^ etc. may be determined by a method analegous
to one used In Bayleigh, sec. I66. The value of y may be written,
y = Cgu' sin(^ mjt) + C,u » sin(^ mjt) + ... + C u» sin(^ m^t)
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vher» only the even autscrlpte ax^ ueod denoting the nodal point In
the center. And where u'
-
i;/C, as given In equation (5) . Initially
/ -0, for a rod Initially at rest and excited ty a sudden blow. Then
^o * (J^t)/L*)(ii|C2i4 + miiC^u^ 4- ...+ ) (5)
Multiply (6) by u^ and Integrate over the length of the rod.
^^" ^/^K^^-rOr /i^^^x („
For a rod free at x »
. /(\y dx.iLiu; (0) ]•
and calling /^^pAdx the whole mooientuxu, Y, of the blow which for our
case will bo applied at x m O; then
S ^^ B^H[u;(0)3« (^^^
4yL 15^ r?u'(0} where x a (y^)
the ratio of ^ » ^ ^ ,ov
^ ^"^(0) ....... (8)
Equation (6) now becoaea.
.4-4(0)
•f m? -£—« u t
m;u;(o)
= ikh/L^) [n^Cgu'CO)] n (9)
where n = number of modes considered or excited.
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In ths gen&ral teria of u,
i;.= (fcb/L«)(ji|u.^(0) n (9a)
ye need the value of U2(0) and also -the ratio of u^(0) to UoCO) for the
evaluation of (9a) and Cg/C needed later. The equation of u bb given
in equation (5) la Blmpllfied for niuBerlcal calculation to the follovlng
fona. (Raylelgh, sec. 177) j^x
u= C j)^cos riT aln [mx/L - i Tf + (-l)''^] + sin ge
mx
- C03 r Tf coe«r © }
vhere p 1b a szoall angle idioee value is given 'below.
For our case r is always even valued. Therefore coa r tt=+1 and





V^ (sin ^ cos |. - cos ^ sin J) cos | - cos | e
inx
+ v^ (cos 2^ COS I + sin ^ sin J) sin | + sin | e j
For U2, (3=2* kO" of arc and very lauch smaller for uj^ and above.
Therefore, cos g =1
sin fe = .0004
sin I =0
^("r )
and so to a very close degree of accuracy
mv^
Ug = Cg (sin
-^ cos
-J--)
- e + (cos -^ + sin -g-)(.0004)
+ .0004 e "^^ y ^^0)
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and ^
rax mx "" TT




u (0) C,(0 - 1 - 1 + ,0004 + .OOOtv) « 1.9992 Cg
or nearly 2 Cg
an4 Uy (O) » 2 Cg












OA-^f [- sin ^ + cos 2E
mx
- e "" + ,0004 o"" ] . . .(12)
dbc
s
Op(^)' t- Bin ^ + COS ^ - e"
CgC^)" [- el„ ^ + eo6 5^ -
inx
o"^] (13)













J^ » V - 2 i^ m| Cg n
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TABLE I
Banding Mos-snta Tot r?ods under Bnpaot
2nd 4th 6th
(1) (2) (3) (h) (5) Mode Mod© Hods
eosSS R
^ 2 '^>. ^ 6
i.
- .309 .921 -.67 - .137 .051 .02
.6 - .565 .825 -.5^9 - .288 .076 .057
.6 - .717 .697 -.449 - .463 .102 .057 .039
1.0 - .8t2 ,^hQ ..36S - ,6G^ .127
1.2 - .932 .362 -.301 - .870 .153 .085 .059
l,k - .985 .17 -.247 -1.06 .178
1.6 -1.000 -.029 -.202 -1.^33 .204 .113 .078
1.8 - .97^.^ -.227 -.165 -1.364 .229
2.0 - .909 -.416 -.135 -1.457 .254 .141 .098
2.2 - .808 -.590 -.111 -1.505 .280
£.3 - .745 -.667 -.100 -1.512 .293 .163 .112
2.4 - .61K
-.739 -.091 -1.499 .305 .170 .117
2.6 - .5U -.85S -.074 -1.441 .331
2.3 - .333 -.9i*3 -.061 -1.331 .356 .193 .137
3.0 - ,1k -.990 -.050 -1.172 .382
3.2 .06 ..995 -.041 - .969 .407 .226 .157
3.^ .257 -.966 -.033 - .730 .^33
3.6 ,hkh -.896 -.027 - .464 .458 .255 .176
3.8 .613 -.790 -.022 - .181 .484
k,Q .755 -.652 -.016 .088 .283 .196
U.4 .952 -.305 -.012 .635 .311 .215
U.8 .996 .089 -.008 1.077 .339 .235
5.2 ,381 .U7I -.005 1.3^7 .368 .254
5.6 .629 .778 -.004 1.403 .396 .274
6.0 .276 .961 -.002 1.235 .424 .293
6.U - .120
.993 -.002 .871 .452 .313
6.6 - .^97 .di^ -.001 .370 .461 .333
7.2 - .796 .606 -.001 - .191 .352
S.O - .989 -.U9 -1.130 .391
8.8 - .581 -.814 -1.395 .430
9.6 .179 -.984 .^7
lAiare terms effecting the 4th declnal place are nogleoted.
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where v » velocity Imparted to tho end of the rod under the moaentum, 'i,
then 2 k b a n
^ * E r"
aax
From table I, we see that R m I.512 for each niode of vibration.
max
Therefore, If we consider that only the first even mod« of vibration waa
excited we would have fron equation (I5) that the greatest velocity that
could be xaooentarlly imparted to the free end of a rod simply supported
at the other end and not cause porcianent deformation, would bo given by
2kbo 1
EC I 1,51^| 1,323 —- a 1.323 ($;EC C V^
(16)
Special Consldoratlono for Horo Than One Mode ;
In considering the case of more than one mode of vibration, wo need
to consider first the following Items:
1. Although each mode of vibration has one maximuin value of R
of J2 1.512 and one or more other points along the length of the rod
where |l.UlU| ^ |r| < |l.512| (the lower limit of l.UU being obtained
by the highest additive value of the sin V- + cos -r- in the region
where a O), no two of these maximum values for the different modes
occur at the same point (until the much higher order modes are reached)
along the length of tho rod. Therefore, when oonBiderlng two or more
modes (n In equation 9a) ^ «^jr ^m ^® somewhat less than 1,512 times n,
2. The period of each vibration varies as 1/^ (see equation 2) oar
we can say that the period, T, = K/m . To a sufficient degree of accuracy
to Illustrate the point to be made, m Xa equal to ^^ (2n + 1), and is
accurate to tlie second decimal place In the first even mode, accurate to
the fifth place in the second even mode, and to at least the seventh
- 1+1 -
decimal plao© In the hlglier laodsa. Thorofora,
Tram this we can see that with rosp^^ct to tlia©, tho first condition
that the various vibrations reinforce each othsi in the maxlinuni
asaount occvars idien tho first even mode has gone (2n +1) /k " 25/i^ ^ 6^
cycles, tho }; coning in "because the naxisum "bending is reached on th©
first and third quarter points of each cycle. The second even mode will
have gone 81/4 =• 204- and the third oven raode 169/h ** U2^ cycles etc., at
this saiae time. Due to the inherent damping properties of all materials
the higher modes will be partly or completely damped before they reach
this first maximum reinforcing position. This will thus further re-
duce the morimum R value as n is Increased,
3. At this point It is perhaps proper to investigate Just how much
we can increase n. In equation 7b it is assumed that x * in the term,
u'(x) of equation fa. However, the blow cannot be oonaldered to act
exactly at the end since due to the local deflection of the material th©
blow is effectively distributed over a portion of the end of the rod,
probably to a distance of two or throe diaaetera. As u^ is taken nearer
to a nodal point its value lessens and becomes zero at the nodal point,
Sae equation (ll). The higher the vibration the nearer to tho end la
the nodal point. (For a rod having L/d ratio of 120, the nodal point
occurs within 3 diameters from the end on the seventh even mode.) There-
fore, equation (lla) which shows that C^ mg • C m^ = constant is not
strictly true expecially for tho higher vibration. If G^my Is plotted




We can get nearly the eeuao results If we asoume that Cyirf does not
diminish gradually "but is suddenly reduced to zero at some particular
value of "n* as shown "by the dashed lines in the fl^izre. Then we can
say that CgSip «•
^x^ " constant up to a certain value of n, and equation
(9a) will he valid, hut n will have a finite value of probably about 6.
Intornrstations:
Proo: the preceding analysis, expocially considering the final, three
paragraphs, we can oako the following ccncluslons.
A, Although ve do not knew the exact value of the niEaerical
constant as given in aquation (l6) ws do knew the properties of the rod
on which "v* depends. Wo can also pick a shapg to ^ivo as high a value
of k/c, the only gecxaatric properties Involved, as possi'ble, of co^jrse
the limiting valuo hoing k/c a 1. A solid rod givsa k/c of l/? and a
thin tubular cylinder gives k/c of .70?. Since t » y/ L
^
(^) ^ the




For steel V^P = 148 •?
- 1.3 -
Since the top limit of o" for almnlnuBi Is about 60,000 psl. yield,
whereas the limit for eteol la over 200,000 pel. for such shapes as
tubing and close to 300,000 psl. for drawn wire up to about 3/8**
diameter, the ratio of will be higher for steel than aluminum.
^/Ep
B. As stated In A we do not know the exact valu^ of the numerical
constant of equation (l6) we do know that It has a minimum value of
1,323 as given.
C. In general w© can make "n" In equation (9a) higher by using
a higher L/d ratio. This Is really the only way in wiiloh the length
of the rod could effect the limiting velocity.
D. By reforsnco to consideration number two above, we see that if
dauaping is high, the hlghor vibrations can be considerably reduced bofora
they rsach the first reinforcing condition. Therefore, this Indicates
that a material having a high damping ability or if necessary, dajBping
material such as rubber can be wrapped around the rod or better still
Inserted in the center of a tubultor rod if aerodynamic smoothness is
reqi-lred on the outside.
Length of Ttoo That T^'e Momeritun la A_>pliad ;
In the preceding analysis It has been assumed that the "farce" at
e constant velocity has been applied only for the tlma necessary to
Impart the vibrations in the rod. Howevor, if the blow or force acts
indofinlttily at the given velocity ther9 is a corroctlon to be made.
This can best be shown by an energy analysis of the rod under the blow.
By making use of the energy relation.
- 1+1+
and coneldoaring onl^ tho first jven node of vibration^ we ohtnln for
the total allowable Intornal utraln energjr In the s/atem und^jr this
t^o of bend leg.
U




^=^t^U00000016 e ^ -f e ^ ) + ^(coa" ^ + .0004 6 ^
MX -22 ^
COS 5?^ - e"* "Toos ^ - e ^ coa ^ + .0004a ^cos^) ]
^ Li jj jj
m ^ 2!^ 7.83 = 3.415 ^L2^
But C =* ' from equation (l4)
00 D = 2.26 (|)' L (17)
By equating Internal strain energy to aitemal work done, we can say
W U *" F V t where F • the average force acting during an arbitrary
time, t.
Since this aame force, P, acta to accelerate the rod about the supported




TJie velocity of thu loeon center line of the rod at tho fi-oe end due to
thlo acceleration tifter tl^ie, t, above will be
V a CLut =» 5^
pA.xi
but F t = W/v fron above
ac V = 3 2.26(^)' Sfii = 1^ (}£)" °1 ^ (18)
pp. L * c E mv p c tm V . ^
-
i^5 -
where v as given "by squation' (16) la the Maxicnxm vibratory velocity
or the and of the rod and whera the Inetantanoons vihratory velocity
of the rod la given by y « v cos (— m tj , If the blow acts at a
velocity, S, continually, then the algebraic aicn of V and y muet be
equal to or greater than S, arV+vi^S. The smalleat value of V
that satisfies this condition is when V at 2v.
Equation (IG) now beoomes
^p^ ^o' Em •- '^ ^o' Ep
or S « V - ,657 (|) -2-
Vep
which la the sumo form as equation (l6) but has a different numerical
constant and most of the diaoussion relation theroto concerning higher
vibrations holds.
If the velocity of the blow exceeds that as given above for a
given material the limiting Internal strain energy of the rod will be
exceeded and must be dissapated by damping material if the rod is not
to take permanent set.
It is well to consider the oaximum possible value of internal strain
energy due to bending under any number of modes of vibrations. We may
obtain the limit of this by considering eysty element of length bent to
the maxlrnura amount in which case
^ '- dx . ^ h!^ L
It is hoped that scxae correlation may be made between this material
and the test results.
- kG -
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Lockh?:kd water jet kkthod
The latest method of measuring the vertical velocily of an air-
plane wl:iea landing was developed by the Lodcheod ^'iroraft Corooration
within the past two or throe imonths. This is the so-oalled "water
jet" method which consista of a Jet of water directed vertically
downward from a point on the landing gear and a gun ca^iera mounted
on the opposite gear ^hich piK>tograhs this strear. of water.
As the plane settles in for a landing tho verticnl struam of
wator strikes the runway and diminishes in length as the gear approaches
the ground. This diminishing length is photographed by the gun
camera mounted on the opposite gear. Prom these pictures a plot is
made of length vs. time and it is then a sinple natter to calculate
the vertical velocity of the airplane as it lands.
Although no written material was available on this method, a
visual inspection of an actual installation was allowed and, from
this, plus discussions with Lockheed test personnel, the following
description is -^resented.
The system consists essentially of a water tank, pumps, lines
or tubing, a short length of tubing to produce the stream of water
and a gun caiaera. The water is contained in a drum or other suitable
container, the capacity of #kich varies from 10 to 50 gallons, depend-
ing upon the number of landings desired to be nade before refilling.
The device at present averages 6 to 8 gallons of water used per in-
stallation "par landing. Prom the drum the water goes through eleo-
trioally driven pumps where the pressure in the line is raised to
approximately 275 psi; fuel pumps driven b/ an electric motor have
been suooessfully used. Prom the pump or pumps, the wator is carried
throuf,h throe-quarter inch rubber hose to the landing gear where th«
size is reduced to about one-eighth of an inoh by n»ans of a short
pieoo of ooppcr tubing. This one-oi(^hth iach stream of water is then
projected vertically do-*vnward from a point just above the flat tire
line. A device such as this is mounted on each component of the
landing gearj left gear, right gear and aose wheel, it takes from
3 to 4 seconds to get up pressure in the lines and start the jet of
water flowing.
»
A gun camera is siounted opposite from each water jet to record
the landing operation. These ctyr.eras are run at various speeds
depending on the type of landing expected but generally either at 32
frames per second or at 64 frames per second. The frame speed of
the gun cameras was checked and at 32 frames per second it was found
to actually be 51.8 frames per second which gives a reasonably high
degree of accuracy. To further insure accuracy an electrical timing
device is used in connection with the camera which has a moving
pointer that appears in the piofaxres, Knowing the tizae that the
pointer appears per second* tho frame speed can be checked.
Although the device is new, preliminary landing tests show
that it is the beat and moat accurate method used to date, ^one of
the reduced data was available to incorporate in this report but
personnel at Lockheed seem satisfied with the results so far obtained.
One undesirable feature of this method is the fact that the data
cannot be recorded on something like the Miller Oscillograph along
with other test data but must be recorded separately with the usual
problems of camera recording.
il
Figure XV is a photograph taken by tho gun oenera as the plane
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